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Directorate of Extracurricular Development Crowns

Athenkosi Lolwana

The Tshwane University of Technology’s 
(TUT) Directorate of Extracurricular 
Development (DED) Pretoria 

Campus hosted the annual Mr and Ms TUT 
competition at the Theunis Bester Hall at the 
Pretoria campus on Friday 12 October 2018. 

It was a blissful evening 
of glitz and glamour 
filled with amazing 
performances anchored 
by MC’s Gift and 
Divalash as students 
came out in their numbers 
to support friends and 
fellow classmates.
 The pageant is an annual event that sees 

beauty, brains as well as muscles on the same 
stage to work it out for the crown of Mr and 

Ms TUT however 2018 had a difference.

According to Mike Lekoloane Senior 
Practitioner DED, the directorate has 
identified a community project that will be 
responsible for the collection and distribution 
of sanitary towels to needy young girls in 
schools within the surroundings of TUT in an 
effort to boost their confidence and make 
a positive change in a young girl’s life. He 
continued, the project will be led by the Mr 
and Miss TUT winners and from the event 
alone we were able to collect close to 1000 
sanitary towels which is a huge success 
already.

The competition results were as follows, 
the Top 5 Guys were Sifiso Nkosi (25) HR, 
Nathan Phetla (20) Mechatronics, Tsebo 
Maila (24) Crop Sciences, Collen Masuku 
(20) Commercial Mixed Farming and Tebogo 
Ledwaba (22) Mechanical Engineering.

 The Top 5 ladies were Ouma Shai (21) 
HR, Nosicelo Mzala (21) Food Technology 

Kgomotso Malau (20) Civil Engineering, 
Michelle Grobler (20) Architecture and 
Nandipha Dlamini (19) Environmental 
Sciences.

Thabiso Moreriane (24) Chemical 
Engineering and Kgomotso Malau (20) Civil 
Engineering and were named Mr and Ms 
Personality respectively whilst, Benedict 
Rammatla (20) Analytical Chemistry and 
Mashoto Masha (22) Business Administration 
management were name Mr and Ms 
Photogenic.

The finalists went on to answer questions 
posed by the judges to determine the winner 
and in the final round and the 2018 Mr and 
Miss TUT 2nd Prince and Princess were won 
by Ouma Shai and Tsebo Maila, 1st Prince 
and Princess won by Tebogo Ledwaba and 
Kgomotso Malau whilst Nathan Phetla and 
Nosicelo Mzala were officially crowned Mr 
and Ms TUT Pretoria Campus.

Molinah Matodzi (19) Crop Sciences 
unanimously won the People's Choice award 
after sweeping all the votes on the Facebook 
poll.

Nosicelo Mzala the winner of Ms TUT 
said she was very humbled by winning the 
competition, citing the difficulties she faced 
during preparation she said “a day before 
the event I was struggling to find a sponsor 
for my dress and makeup and had to ask 
my roommate and friends to assist me 
put together a good outfit, which they did 
and today I stand here as the winner of the 
pageant and all I can do is to show gratitude 
to all those who assisted me.” She continued 
to say going into the future I wish to be of 
good service to the TUT community and all 
those who rooted for me from day one.

Nathan Phetla also speaking to Bua shared a 
story saying “I was a late submission into the 
competition, there is a guy who for personal 
reasons had to pull out and I was called to 
check my interest which obviously I grabbed 
with both hand and well look at me now,” he 
said.   
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 Nosicelo Mzala is 
crowned by out going Ms 
TUT Yanelisa Bokveld

 Mr and Ms TUT Audience 
rooting for Nosicelo

 Judges at the Mr and Ms TUT 
pageant 2018
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TUT SOLAR CAR 
scoops first place in SA 
Mvuselelo Lubisi

T shwane University of Technology solar car 
has proved beyond any doubt that it is 
the leading solar car the country has ever 

produced. The solar car obtained fourth position 
in the international challenge after taking a lead 
in the Sasol national challenge.

Nine cars set off on 
Saturday morning from 

Pretoria, with Japanese team 
Tokai leading the pack for the 
start of the 8-day race in the 
2018 Sasol Solar Challenge. 
Netherlands based team 
won the gruelling week 
long challenge from Pretoria 
to Stellenbosch having 
completed a total of 4147.8km. 
TUT’s very own Sunchaser 
completed 2376.3km, with its 
major contender, North West 
University completing 
2276.3km.

Among other Solar challenges, the South 
African Sasol Solar challenge offers a unique 
challenging geographical character as well as 
structure.  According to team leader, Johannes 
de Vries, the new regulations in terms of solar 
panel size, posed some challenges in the design 
and manufacture of the solar car.  He added 
that the focused primarily on increasing the 
aerodynamics, as well as reducing the weight 
and size of the car, since there is less solar 
energy available to it.  

De Vries also explained that the challenge 

requires to design, build, manager and race 
their solar vehicles from inland Pretoria to 
Stellenbosch in the coastal region. Along the 
routes team’s must take into account the 
changing land scape from vast flat topography. 
“The route also offers a broad spectrum of 
weather conditions near the coastal towns, 
leading to challenging situations with at least a 
day or two of rain as well as some cloudy windy 
routes” De Vries explained.

In the run up to the 2018 Sasol challenge, 
TUT and Mateomatics AG, a Swiss base global 
weather service provider and weather drone 
experts signed a sponsorship agreement. The 
two parties finalised their agreement on the 
development of solar power vehicle.

Tiaan Oosthuizen, team manager and PHD 
student in Mathematics data said that the 
North West solar car was more advanced than 
theirs.” TUT’s energy forecast and decision 
making topped that of other local participants. 
This is a combination with entire team work 
and dedication, gave TUT the edge over local 
participants” Oosthuizen reiterated.    
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Hlapogadi Thusa Bana  
Children and Orphanage Center

Athenkosi Lolwana

benefits from Peer Promoter outreach programme

O n Saturday 22 September 2018 the 
Tshwane University of Technology’s 
Directorate of Health and Wellness 

in partnership with the Pretoria campus peer 
promoters made donations to Hlapogadi 
Thusa Bana Children and Orphanage Center 
in the destitute location of Mshongoville in 
Atteridgeville Pretoria. 

According to Delta Tladi a Counsellor at the 
Pretoria Campus clinic and manager of the 
Peer promoters in Pretoria, the peer promoters 
adhered to a request from the Hlapogadi 
Thusa Bana Children and Orphanage Center 
asking for donations of mattresses, toys and 
other educational development tools and 
immediately took to action seeking donations 
and contributing from their own pockets to assist 
the children of the orphanage.

“The peer promoters had initially asked to 
embark on an outreach programme that would 
assist children of a poor community such as 
Mshongoville in Atteridgville, the idea was to be 
unique in choosing a center for early childhood 
development as we genuinely care about the 
conditions of young people in the country. The 
peer promoters collected donations and went 
further to buy and donate educational equipment 
using their Fundi cards in the true spirit of 
“Umuntu ngumntu ngabantu” said Tladi.

The day went off very well with the peer 
promoters and TUT staff assisting with the 
painting and cleaning of the gardens at the 
center, Mirriam Mopane a former nurse by 
profession and the Principal of Hlapogadi years 
ago decided to resign from her nursing duties 
and follow her passion to help needy children 
in her community to find proper schooling and 
homes as there was a high number of children 

gallivanting the streets during school time many 
of whom could have bright futures but are bound 
by the circumstances of their environment.

“I really cannot explain how I feel, looking back 
at the past years and looking at how we have had 
to struggle to get by for so long I cannot explain 
the joy TUT with its students has brought to me 
and my community. Today I have many parents 
visiting the center to observe what TUT has done 
for us and I cannot help but feel so indebted to 
the university I truly hope that the courtesy I have 
received will continue to benefit other people in 
other communities as well.

Linky Khothisa a teacher at the 
center said “we feel really happy 
with what the university has done 
for us, to be honest its days like 
these that make the work we do 
worth it before today I did not 
even think a big university like TUT 
would care about poor children of a 
community like Mshongo but well 
and behold you are here and we 
appreciate it deeply.”

A total of 15 mattresses was donated by 
TUT’s Directorate of Accommodation, Res 
Life and Catering (ARLC) whilst an additional 4 
cupboards, 3 kiddies tables, 20 kiddies chairs, 
2 Boxes OMO washing powder, 2 volleyballs, 2 
brooms, 37 blankets and multiple learning charts 
were donated by the peer promoters and the 
directorate of health and wellness in Pretoria.

Eva Mothiba a parent at Hlapogadi upon seeing 
all the donations jubilantly broke into a song 

singing songs of praise thanking TUT “today my 
child has a blanket to sleep with at crèche, I have 
always been so worried that it is so cold and our 
children have no blankets at school as a parent I 
cannot express in words how I feel to know that 
my child has benefitted from this generosity all 
I can ask is that he grows up to appreciate what 
has happened here today and do to others what 
you have done for him.”

Zakhithi Ngcobo Chairperson of the Peer 
Promoters in Pretoria said “the experience was 
truly humbling, we came here today thinking 
we are assisting young children and the center 
however seeing the appreciation amongst the 
community member I have realised that we have 
impacted more people that we actually thought 
and for that I am truly humbled to have been part 
of today’s outreach programme, we certainly 
hope to interact more positively with other 
communities in the future.”     
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DED hosts Culture Day
Hlonipha Masinga 

T he Directorate of Extracurricular 
Development (DED) Pretoria Campus 
hosted their annual Culture Day on 19 

September 2018. A day of colourful clothing and 
festivity saw many students from different cultural 
backgrounds coming together to experience 
different cultures acting, dancing, showing off 
fashion and food. An award ceremony saw the top 
3 groups awarded as follows 

3rd place  went to the TUT Pretoria Drama 
Society whilst 2nd  place was won by a group of 
students representing the  Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC) and in 1st place was the Student 
Christian Organisation. 

International Students 
Organisation hosts
International Day

 1st place - The Student Christian Organisation

 2nd place - Democratic Republic of Congo

Hlonipha Masinga 

T he Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) 
International Students Organisation (ISO) hosted their 
annual International day celebrations at the Pretoria 

Campus TB Hall on 16 October 2018. TB Hall was alive with 
a festival of colour and beautiful sounds as students from 
different Africa countries presented an array of fashion shows, 
traditional dances and traditional African food and display stall 
presentations. 

The students acts were competing against each other in 
different categories where Nigeria -won  the best dance group, 
Angola- won best fashion show and the award for best food and 
stall presentation went to the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC) and the overall winners of the competition was won by 
students of Gabon.

Mmaphuti Mabutla of the ISO said she hoped that 
International Day celebrations at TUT would continue to grow in 
popularity stating  that “this year was the biggest year in terms 
of student turnout, however we still would like to see more 
and more students representing their countries over the next 
years as there are more than 45 other countries where TUT has 
students, however a job well done and a big thank you to all who 
participated this year.”   
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Hlonipha Masinga

Democratic Republic of Congo

Images credits: © naturepl.com / Eric Baccega / WWF-Canon and UNESCO World Heritage Centre

The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 
formerly known as the Republic of Zaire, 
is geographically the largest state in 

Southern and Central Africa and It is situated 
at the heart of Africa. It lies on the Equator. The 
capital, Kinshasa, is located on the Congo River 
about 515 km from its mouth. Kinshasa is the 
largest city in central Africa and serves as the 
country’s official administrative, economic, and 
cultural centre. The DRC is the second largest 
country on the African continent.

More than half the country is covered by dense 
tropical rainforest. Spectacular wildlife viewing 
is offered in the Parc National de Kahuzi-Biega, 
where the lowland gorillas are found. Virunga 
National Park, which borders Rwanda and 
Uganda, is home to the endangered mountain 
gorillas and also houses the Tonga Chimpanzee 

Sanctuary. 

The Nyiragongo and Nyamulgira volcanoes 
offer spectacular views, where lava flows can 
be seen on both volcanoes and the crater at 
Nyiragongo, which is still active.

The DRC’s economy is mainly based on 
their mining sector. It is abundant in mineral 
resources such as copper, cobalt, cadmium, 
petroleum, industrial and gem diamonds, 
gold, silver, zinc, manganese, tin, germanium, 
uranium, radium, bauxite, iron ore and coal as 
well as timber, and vast hydropower potential. It 
is potentially one of the richest mining countries 
in the continent. The oil industry, mainly from 
offshore fields, is important contributor to the 
DRC’s economy. Agriculture is the mainstay of 
the economy, accounting for 42.5 % of GDP in 
2004, with the main cash crops consisting of 
coffee, palm oil, rubber, cotton, sugar, tea and 
cocoa.

The country gained independence from 
Belgium in 1960. Republic of Zaire. A change 
made by then ruler Gen. Mobutu when he took 
over changed the name to the Republic of Zaire 
to give the country what he thought was a more 
authentic African name. After Gen. Mobutu 
Sese Soko was overthrown in 1997, the country 
went back to being called the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo. The country was plunged 
into a devastating civil war; the conflict officially 
ended in 2003.

The DRC is ethnically diverse, and more 
than 200 different ethnic groups have been 
identified. An estimated 215 native languages 
are spoken in the country alongside French, 
which is the official language in the country 
however the official languages are French, 
Lingala, Kikongo, Swahili,Tshiluba. Christianity 
is the majority religion of the country. Some 
sync traditional beliefs with Christianity. 
Traditional religions embody such concepts 
as monotheism, animism, vitalism, spirit and 
ancestor worship, witchcraft, and sorcery and 
vary widely among the different ethnic groups. 

The population of the DRC in 2016 was 
estimated to be at 74, 78 million people. The 
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) is 
home to about 550 students that are from the 
DRC. These students are mostly based in the 
Pretoria based campuses.    
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Hlonipha Masinga 

It was a first when the Tshwane 
University of Technology (TUT), 

hosted a two-day long Arts Festival at 
one of its flagship vibrant faculties, the 

Faculty of the Arts from the 26 September to 
27 September 2018.  The day line-up saw staff, 

students and alumni showcasing their exceptional 
talents during various exhibitions, workshops, 

performances and a student film festival. The evening 
programmes consisted of a parents and students evening 

on 26 September and a VIP gala and alumni evening on 27 
September. 

The Festival was the brainchild of Prof Nalini Moodley-Diar, Executive 
Dean of the Faculty. She said “The Faculty, has devised an innovative way 

to entertain, delight and educate the community. This Festival is the first 
of its kind at the Faculty and we hope it will become an annual event that will 

slowly grow in stature as a platform that will showcase upcoming talent 
from our Campus. The Faculty of the Arts has a wealth of talent and 

expertise, not only in our staff and students, but in our alumni as well. 
As a result, we anticipate significant participation from our alumni, 

which will surely inspire our current and future students.”

The Festival was presented in collaboration with the City of 
Tshwane’s Community and Social Development Services 

Department and Stage Production company, Stage 
Effects and ProSound. The Festival aimed to 

entertain, educate and inform the community 
about the Importance of the creative 

industries and culture in society, and to 
share more information on Programmes 

offered by the Faculty.    

 
TUT

THE 
FIRST EVER
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Hlonipha Masinga 

F irst Year students from the Department of Interior Design participated in and 
designed pop-up stores as a project to display their favorite fashion brands and 
products at the Arts campus building 8 on 17 September 2018 as part of an annual 

practical assessment done by the department 

The students used shipping containers as a structure to develop an interior design concept 
for a brand or product of their choice. The project combines much of the course work 
covered in the different subjects of the Department such as 2-dimensional design, model 
building, typography, materials theory, technical drawing and figure studies. 

Josh Lawrence a student, said he had started working on his project in July because he 
had to conduct thorough research on the South African fashion label AKJP based 

in Cape town. Atlegang Segkoto also a student chose NPL Hyper gain a health 
product that came easier to him as he himself is a health freak. 

Program coordinator and lecturer Inge Newport said, “I congratulate 
the students on a job well done, their improvement has come from 

a lot of hard work, sleepless nights and dedication.”    

Arts Campus hosts First 
Year Pop-Up Exhibition
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TUT football 
celebrates  

VICTORY WITH STUDENTS
Athenkosi Lolwana and Mvuselelo Lubisi

The Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) Men’s and Women’s football teams embarked on a campus wide 
victory parade to celebrate with students their recent Varsity Cup victories in the 2018 Varsity football competi-
tion from 17-22 October 2018. The Varsity cup champions paraded their trophies with hundreds of students from 

across the campuses joining in the festivities lined up to take pictures and enjoy a moment to dance with the teams.

The Champions started their victory parade at the Polokwane campus on October 17 where a jubilant crowd met the 
team in song and continued to the Mbombela and eMalahleni campuses on 18 October. Students organised themselves 
well to support the Victory Parade  in large numbers with the champions, before returning to the Pretoria based 
campuses starting off at the Pretoria campus proceeding  to the Ga-Rankuwa and Soshanguve Campuses to continue the 
programme that was to end again at the Pretoria Campus. 

TUT remains the only university to have won the Varsity Cup competition twice with both the Men’s and Women’s team 
simultaneously. TUT men’s football coach Bushi Moloi gave words of gratitude to the supporters who came to witness 
the teams parade. “If it wasn’t for the supporters even in their absence we wouldn’t be here. The fans mean more to 

us than you’ll ever know. They are the 12th player on the field in every game so we felt that we have to celebrate 
with them even though they never had a chance to watch us this season” said Moloi.

TUT football manager Magoikantse Kgomo spoke to Bua Campus news during the parade. “The reason 
why you see the women and men high performance teams parading around TUT campus is that both 

teams have made history. They have both remarkably won the 2018 Varsity Football competition 
which means they are number one in the country in terms of football in universities.”

TUT men won the competition for the second time after four appearances in the finals 
and over above the men won the competition playing all their matches away 

from home because of the ban received at last year's final against Tuks. 
The women’s team won the competition for the fifth time in six 

appearances in the finals in 2018.   
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University to confers first PhDs
Willa De Ruyter

The 2018 Spring Graduation ceremonies during which 3 182 
successful candidates received their qualifications, commenced 
on 10 October 2018. In addition to 26 D Tech degrees, history was 
made with the first PhDs being awarded to successful candidates.
Mr Tlou Theophilus Cholo received an Honorary Doctorate on 11 
October. 
The Faculty of Science also awarded two Doctor of Philosophy 
in Science on 24 October at the Pretoria Campus. The Faculty of 
Engineering and the Built Environment awarded its first Doctor 
of Engineering in Metallurgical Engineering on 26 October also at 
the Pretoria Campus. 
During these graduation ceremonies, the following qualifications 
were conferred:
• Doctor of Philosophy in Science – 2
• Doctor of Engineering - 1
• Doctor of Education – 2
• Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) – 28
• Master’s in Education – 2
• Master’s in Technology – 108
• B Tech, BES and Honours – 1 149
• National Diploma – 1 703
• Higher Certificate – 158
• National Certificate - 5

Graduation ceremonies at the Soshanguve South Campus 
commenced from 10 to 12 October.  A total of 1 545 graduates 
received qualifications during the first three graduation 
ceremonies on 10, 11 and 12 October at the Gencor Hall.

On 11 October, the University celebrated Mr Tlou Theophilus 
Cholo’ for extraordinary contributions to society with an Honorary 
Doctorate. Mr Cholo was an avid anti-apartheid fighter, respected 
leader in the trade union movement in South Africa, one of the 
founders of the South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) 
in the 1950s, and recipient of the SA Government’s Order of 
Luthuli in Silver (2009) for his selfless devotion and sacrifice to the 
fight against apartheid.

On 12 October, the Faculty of Humanities awarded two Doctorate 
in Education degrees during the ceremony at 10:00. 24 to 26 
October, Spring Graduations for the remaining 1 637 graduates 
were hosted at the Theunis Bester Hall in the Pretoria Campus.     

 Mr Tlou Theophilus Cholo receiving his 
Honorary Doctorate
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Kgolongwana Mailula

I know October to the 
Breast Cancer awareness 
month and there are 
symptoms to look out for like; 
breast discharge, lumps, swelling 
breast and rush and that there 
mammogram  test should be 
taken twice a year.

I have knowledge on the 
breast cancer symptoms, 
but I know of the self-
examination on breast cancer. 
That when you examine yourself, 
you shouldn’t raise your arm but 
need to relax it to allow access to 
all parts of the breast. 

Breast cancer self-
examination is considered to 
be accurate when is done in the 
morning, and that when the lump 
is considered to have spread out 
then the breast will be moved. 

Breast cancer does not 
only affect women but 
men also. I am one person 
who takes breast cancer very 
seriously so I’ve been to the 
clinics twice for a mammogram 
test but unfortunately I couldn’t 
do the test because I was told by 
the nurse that I don’t qualify for it 
because of age.

Breast cancer is what 
women go through, young 
women in schools are 
not educated about it and 
most people are not aware that 
October is breast cancer awareness 
month. Young women believe that 
breast cancer can only be tested by 
doctors but they can also do self-
examination. Breast cancer is when 
you find unusual lumps in your 
breast, usually the lumps start from 
the armpit across the nipple. To 
avoid breast cancer women should 
breastfeed, consume nutritional food 
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.
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Breast cancer affects both men 
and women. The symptoms can 
be a lump in breast, breast pain, 
breast discharge which usually smelly 
and uneven breast size. I advise 
that whenever one experiences such 
symptoms or have a cancer family 
history they should visit a doctor. It is 
also known that when the tumour has 
spread out in the breast that leads to 
a breast removal.  While on that note 
I’ve went for a mammogram test once 
because I was concerned of a lump I 
had but the test was negative and I was 
told that it was just  a hormonal lump 
that will disappear with time.
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October is breast cancer month, BUA set out to ask women 
around campuses how much they know about breast cancer and 
if they know any facts and stats that could assist other students 
this is what we heard our from students.
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Tebogo Brandon Oliphant 

Mvuselelo Lubisi and Hlonipha Masinga

T ebogo Brandon Oliphant is a vibrant 
business man who has proved to 
be a must have man in top events. 

Oliphant was born in 1997 in Tshiawelo one 
of the well-known townships in Soweto. The 
entrepreneur started realising his media 

career when he was doing grade 10 at 
Grace Land Education Centre. 

Oliphant’s big dream came to reality 
when he was given a chance to be 
a replacement presenter at Soweto 
T.V. The opportunity he got from 
Soweto T.V proved to be a door to 
success to the young and innovative 
entrepreneur.  He started his own 
company called “TEEBO PRODUCTION” 
while in high school.

His company “TEEBO PRODUCTIONS” 
specialises in script writing, physical 
theatre, music and entrepreneurship. 
He enrolled in Drama at Tshwane 
university of Technology in 2015 and 
currently doing his B-tech degree.

Brandon is writer, presenter, director, 
physical theatre practitioner; he has staged 
three plays that were written by him. 
Whilst he was in grade 12, he wrote a story 
that has gone on to be played got played 
at”eKasi our stories”. 

He is the founder 
and CEO of “TEEBO 

PRODUCTION” that 
has employed four 
people.
 According to the entrepreneur his main 
source of funding is from big cooperate 
companies.” We managed to work with Cell 
C and TUT for a project that was running 
in Mabopane. We get funding from the 
work that we do, from designing logos for 
companies, consultations and seminars” 
said Oliphant.     

Lindokuhle Mabena

A dvocate Mixo Simango is a 
student at Tshwane University of 
Technology studying for a diploma 

in sporting science (coaching) also an 
author of a book titled the wisdom of the 
wise.

Advocate was born in Limpopo Malamulele 
in a village called Magona that is where 
studied and matriculated at Gijana 
Secondary school. Advocate grew up being 
an only child in the family and raised by his 

grandmother, which 
disadvantaged him 
on many things due 
to the absence of his 
parents.

Growing up life 
was not as good 

for Advocate since 
he was raised by his 

grandmother and his 
parents died when he was 

an infant “growing up with my 
uncle and grandmother was not 

so good because my uncle was abusive, 
which pushed me to make sure that I 
make a better person out of myself” said 
Advocate.

Varsity did not start very well for 
Advocate as he was financially 
disadvantaged but because of 
a Good Samaritan who came 
over to help, Advocate met some 
guy who is a taxi driver who 
helped him with registrations. 
During his first days at varsity 
Advocate said he would sleep 
in car because accommodation 
was not yet approved by the 
institution. Advocate added that 
wisdom is one thing he was always 
inquisitive about hence the book 
The Wisdom of the wise.

The book talks about how to 
differentiate between knowledge, 

wisdom and understanding, which 
according to Advocate many people confuse 
the three. Advocate also said that he 
believes wisdom comes from God and with 
the love of English as a language itself he 
did some research about it and ended up 
falling in love with writing.

The book is not yet published as Advocate 
came forward to seek help in the 
community of The Tshwane University of 
Technology to help him get a publisher for 
his book and make his dreams come true. 
Besides pursuing and making a career out 
of writing Advocate said he also wish to 
have his own football team and a physio 
therapy company.     

Speaks to...

Advocate aka “Mr 
English” Simango
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Rapper Dunisani aka “Ian Reigns” 
Tlhabani  

Athenkosi Lolwana

D unisani Ian Tlhabani  is A TUT 
student known professionally as 
Ian Reigns, he is a South African 

rapper and songwriter from Malamulele, 
Limpopo. He started making music at the 
tender age of 10 years in 2006 but it was 
in 2011 where his popularity grew due 
to his first ever performance at his high 
school which led to him performing at a 
musical festival in Polokwane. He has since 
then had his songs playlisted on the Bush 
Radio, Tshwane FM, Energy FM, Choice 
FM, Cosmo FM and Capricorn FM charts 
and surprisingly topped the Cosmo FM 
Hip Hop Charts for 3 weeks straight with a 
song called ‘Swi chavisa badi’. He recently 
worked with Ms. Kulie on a song called 
‘Juice’ which debuted at number 4 on the 
Capricorn FM charts and stayed on the 
charts for 4 weeks.

In the month of June 2017 he released 
his first ever body of work in the form of a 
mixtape titled ‘The 7-Day Weekend’ which 
had a review on Slikour Onlife then a month 

later had a 3-day performance tour 
from Hood Hop in Attredgeville to 
Club YOLO to Blue Room Hatfield 
which was only the beginning of his 
mixtape tour.

The highlight of his performances 
was when he was the closing act 
at the Sundowns trophy rally at 
TUT Main Campus which featured 
acts like AKA, A-Reece, E-mtee, 
Benchmarq, Kwesta, Dr. Malinga, 
TLT & Lady Zamar. 

His recent performances have been in 
Blue Room Hatfield, The Knight Show (in 
Sandton), Lavianto (As the headline act), 
Mthubi The Art Hub & Liberty inn which 
were part of a Music Video Tour for his 
song called ‘Change Teams’ which has over 
3000 views and has also been playlisted 
on Mtv Base. Ian Reigns is also part of a 
new show on MTVBase called ‘New Wave’ 
which covers top influential artists on the 
internet.

He has a Facebook page ‘Ian Reigns’ 
that has 1 700+ likes and follows and his 
Twitter followers are 1 500+ hence with 
the guarantee that he can bring a crowd to 
the designated show He charges R1 000 for 
performances

Producers Ian Reigns has worked with are:

Logical Rhymez, Kurtis Guap, Black $heep, 
Storm_BLACKRYN    

Mogale the Motivator

Mary Tumi Mphaho

Phahlamohlaka Mogale Mathibe, 
commonly known as Mogale De motivator 
from Monterlus is a motivational speaker 
from Limpopo. He is from a family of three 
and was raised by a single mother. This 
young upcoming motivational speaker is 
currently studying Financial Information 
systems at of TUT. He is serving as the 
peer facilitator of Top Mothlabane as well.

He went to a school called Hlogotlou Lower 
Primary school in 2004, then went to 

Qhubani higher Primary School. He 
then went to ST Brendan’s Catholic 
School in GA-Phasha Limpopo, that’s 
where he matriculated.

He began his motivating journey in 
high school where he was motivating 
his own peers. Mogale said at time he 
would act like a strict parent towards 
his peers. He added that he had 
always dreamt of being a motivational 
speaker but never thought nor plan it 
would be this soon. He then decided to 
volunteer to motivate learners at AM 
Mashego high school, because that 
youth get inspired and relate more to 

people of their age. “I felt it would not be 
good and wise for me to start elsewhere 
rather than where I come from”, he said.

Mogale De motivator was inspired by 
the likes of Ben Mphahlele and former 
scholars who used to come to their school 
and motivate them. He said he then 
realized that he can do that as well. His 
wish is to build, encourage, motivated and 
inspire souls not by material things like 
cars and houses but by the power of word. 
He emphasized that young people get 

destroyed in process of wanting to get rich 
faster, driven by material things. 

“One of the good days while in Port 
Elizabeth, was a commerce trip, we visited 
SABC and the presenter said to us “in 
order for you to identify a career that you 
will love with all your heart, first identify 
what is it that you can do or like doing 
for people or a person for free? After that 
grow it then find someone to pay for that”. 
I was very inspired by these words.”

People are responding very positively 
to the motivation, because I was really 
touched after the session I had at church 
to hear testimonials from old men and 
women telling me how the message 
reached their heart, he added.

He said God motivates is the source of his 
motivation, he Opened doors which people 
didn’t believe they will be opened for him, 
that motivates him to do more. Mogale 
said Growth, publicity and gigs can be 
expected from him in the near future. He 
can be followed on Facebook page as MGL 
De Motivator.    
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Please assist Twice Moganedi to collect 500 pairs of school shoes for Primary school children in Mpheleng Village, Dennnilton who currently either 
wear old and worn out shoes or no shoes at all. You are welcome to buy any number of pairs and contact the team for the sizes required and for 
collection. Thank you for your contribution in advance.

BUA Campus News @Bua−news BUA TV @Bua−news

A minimum of 11 600 copies of the newspaper are 
freely distributed to nearly 60 000 TUT students 
across Gauteng, Mpumalanga, and Limpopo provinces 

each month.

TUT affiliated brands (Bookstores and other 
businesses operating in and around TUT campuses) 

receive 20 percent off advertising costs. 

TO RESERVE AD SPACE CONTACT:
Athenkosi Lolwana 

LolwanaA@tut.ac.za or 
012 382 4266

ADVERTISE WITH THE TUT 

STUDENTS' ULTIMATE READ
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Introduce yourself
Respect Hlonipha Masinga

My name is Respect Hlonipha Masinga from a small town called Empangeni KwaZulu Natal, 
I am Zulu and proud. I am a third-year student studying International Communication in the 
Integrated Communication Department at the Soshanguve North campus. I see myself as a 
simple complexity with an adventurous side. 

What is your most embarrassing 
moment?

When I was in grade 3 I had a desk mate who was 
a boy. In one Art class, I got up from the desk and 
unfortunately the desk jerked when pulling my leg 
the boy’s face got hit. He was so angry thinking I did it 
on purpose he got up and hit me in the face, my tooth 
came out flying and I was bleeding. I cried the whole 
afternoon, needless to say I hated him for the entirety 
of my primary school

Your dreams and goals
My dream is to become a Diplomat and representative 
of South Africa internationally. I would like to 
negotiate on behalf of and protect citizens of South 
Africa from other countries while allowing other 
countries to see that SA is not as bad as the world 
paints it to be and neither are we a banana republic. 

Your experience working on 
BUA

Working for BUA has been a journey for me. I learnt 
a lot. I improved on my writing, learnt to take great 
photos amongst many things. The people I have met 
on this journey have inspired me to always do more. 
They made this journey that much more pleasurable. 

The last book I read
The last book I read was “My Best Friends Husband” 
by Londi Sutic. The title is self-explanatory but what 
I learnt from it is that lust and love are two different 
things. In this day in age people are always looking for 
likes on social media more than making themselves 
better human beings. Do not lust for what your 
friend has for we are different, and our destinies are 
different we need to stop living for people and living 
more for ourselves only then can we be truly happy.

What inspires You?
My mother of course, she’s one tough lady, I’m in awe 
of her fighting spirit yet she has such a gentle soul. 

What Keeps You Motivated?
Knowing where I come from and where I am going 
keeps me motivated. I want to be a better person for 
myself everyday. 

Social Media Account

@Hlonipha Hlonnee KaMasinga

@missreeh24

@miss.reeh

ADVERTISE WITH THE TUT 

STUDENTS' ULTIMATE READ
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The TUT Red Machine crowned

Athenkosi Lolwana

It was a day of celebrations in the capital city as 
the Tshwane University of Technology’s (TUT) 
Men’s and Female football teams proved their 

superiority when they were crowned champions 
of varsity football simultaneously for the second 
time at a packed Wits University Football stadium 
on 27 September 2018. 

The female football team proved their 
dominance and skill set superiority when they 
defeated a defensively well-disciplined University 
of Western Cape (UWC) ladies team coming from 
a goal down to win the match 2-1 with 2 late 
goals in the last minutes of the game from Hilda 

Magalia and Rachel Sebati to seal a victory and 
be crowed 2018 Varsity football champions also, 
becoming the only team in both the male and 
female categories, to have won the competition 
for a record five times back-to-back in their six 
final appearances 

Varsity football analysts and commentators 
were full of praise for the TUT men’s team for 
their spirited performances throughout the 
competition being the only team that played 
all their matches away from home this year and 
managing to not only reach the finals but win 
against the hosts and first time finalists Wits 

University 2-1 
with a goal from 
Godfrey Mahlale 
and another from 
Lebogang Phahlane 
claiming the 
competition for the 
second time in four 
appearances in the 
finals a feat they 
share with their 
Pretoria rivals  
Tuks.     

Mvuselelo Lubisi

The Tshwane University of Technology’s 
(TUT) Men's Football Team Players, 
Goalkeeper Sikhumbuzo Zulu and 

Defender Vusi Sibiya have signed for PSL outfit, 
Baroka FC.  The Limpopo based club have 
beaten a host of other PSL teams to the services 
of Tshwane University of Technology goalkeeper 
Sikhumbuzo Ncube and defender Vusi Sibiya.

24-year-old central defender Vusi Sibiya was 
offered a two-year contract with a two-year 
extension option while the 21-year-old goal 
keeper Sikhumbuzo Ncube got a four year offer 
with the club. The signing of the duo comes after 
brilliant performances in this year’s Varsity cup 
competition. TUT won the competitions beating 
their arch rivals Wits University at their home 
ground.

Zulu and Sibiya made a significant contribution 
in helping the Tshwane based side to secure 
a successful win. The players made their first 

debut in the Multichoice Diski Challenge for 
their new club Baroka FC against Soweto giants 
Orlando Pirates. The game ended in a draw less 
goal between the two sides.

In an interview with Varsity sport writer Mokete 
Radebe, TUT men’s team Coach Bushy said he 
thanks the People’s University, University Sports 
South Africa (Football), Varsity Football and 
sponsors for affording everyone an opportunity 
to display their talent. “Indeed these two have 
played very well and what a blessing for them 
to sign for a PSL team. We are really pleased 
and also excited that we managed to provide 
opportunities for our players,” Bushy said.

TUT football manager Machesa Kgomo has 
confirmed both players have agreed in principle 
to join Bakgaga. "The deal is as good as done. 
It is just a matter of paper work. They will be 
playing for Baroka this season” said Kgomo.    

TUT men ’s football players secure PSL move

The two teams made history becoming 
the first university in the history of the 
Varsity Cup football competition to win 

twice with both the male and female 
teams simultaneously since 2013 when the 

competition started. 

 Sikhumbuzo Zulu

 Vusi Sibya

© Catherine Kotze/SASPA
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